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 Keynote Address at Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China APCBSS-2014 
Conference will Focus on Amerasian Topical Theme "No Way Out: The 

Tragic Transnational Sexual Exploitation of the Philippines" 
 

TAIPEI, Taiwan, ROC -- The Director of the Philippine American Research Center (PARC), 

Systems Plus College Foundation,  and Founder/Chief Academic Officer of the New York, USA-
based American Research Network, Ltd. in Albany, New York, Dr. P.C. "Pete" Kutschera, Ph.D., is 
scheduled as keynote speaker and billed to present the leadoff discussion at the 2nd Asia 
Pacific Conference on Business and Social Sciences (APCBSS - 2014) 21-23 November in Taipei, 
Taiwan in the Republic of China. [See Conference Website at:   http://www.apcbss.org/]                                         
The three-day conference drawing business and commercial sector and social science 
researchers and academicians , is organized by the Taipei-based Asia-Pacific Education and 
Research Association (APERA) and the Higher Education Forum (HEF) - major organizers, 
managers and sponsors of innovative academic research conferences throughout 
East/Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific Basin. The Taipei-based APCBSS-2014 is the 10th 
international research conference or symposia  that Dr. Kutschera and his research associates 
have presented evidence-based research papers on various socioeconomic and psychosocial 
issues facing military Filipino and Pan American since February, 2012. Mixed heritage Americans  
are the biracial blood progeny of U.S. servicemen and military  contractors and native women 
mothers abandoned, estranged or orphaned in widespread areas of the Western Pacific Rim 
throughout the 20th and into the 21st Century U.S. military basing era.   
 
     "Dr. Pete Kutschera is acknowledged as one of the few contemporary academic authorities 

on this largely under studied military Filipino and Pan American Diaspora and human 

phenomena. His evidence-based research, generated from the Philippine American Research 

Center, Systems Plus College Foundation, Angeles, Luzon, the Philippines has been published in 

at least six, peer reviewed academic international journals since September, 2012. He has also 

presented ground breaking research papers on the subject at nine major international 

conferences or symposia in the last 2 1/2 years. These conferences (and) and symposia include 
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major venues from Australia, Canada, Cambodia and the Philippines to Singapore, South Korea, 

Thailand and the USA," declared Chelsea Kao, HEF and  APCBSS-2014 Conference Director of 

Public Relations. Director Kao pointed out that Dr. Kutschera had last served as chair of a HEF 

research forum presentation panel at the  Asia-Pacific Social Sciences Conference (APSSC-2014), 

8-10. January 2014 at the Renaissance Seoul Hotel, Seoul, South Korea. In September, 2013 he 

was also a panel discussion leader and member of the International Conference Committee for 

the HEF- organized International Conference on Education and Social Sciences (ICESS-2013) in 

the Republic of Singapore. At both HEF conferences Kitschier and several research co-

collaborators also presented original, evidence-based American study papers. 

 

     According to the APCBSS-2014 Taipei, Taiwan Conference website, Dr. Kutschera's address 

entitled,  "No Way Out: The Tragic Transnational Sexual Exploitation of the Philippines" and a 

similarly named companion paper to be presented at the meeting, "addresses a serious 

literature gap on a topic of manifestly broad demographic interest in East/Southeast Asia – the 

fate of mixed-heritage military Filipino “Americans. These biracial progeny, abandoned by U.S. 

soldiers and corporate defense contractors, date to U.S. colonization of the Philippines in 1898.  

Often stigmatized and impoverished, today they number 250,000+ if all ages and if 2nd 

generation are included. Such robust numbers alone qualify them for Diaspora status. I 

developed the term 'Pan American' to describe other enclaves of Americans including Japan, 

Okinawa, South Korea and the Mariana Islands (Guam) where U.S. permanent bases still remain 

and unsupported or neglected infants continue to be born. This discussion and an allied paper 

presented at this conference examine this human phenomena at the next level. 

Contemporarily, we see a continuum and pattern vies-a-vies the influx of additional biracial, 

poverty-stricken Diasporas in the Philippines. These are  sired by Japanese, South Korean, and 

more recently Hong Kong and mainland Chinese tourists, businessmen and temporary visitors. 

Left behind are new clusters of 'Japino,' 'Kopi no' and 'Chipino' progeny reflecting the portrait of 

a destitute and exploited nation-state, and the steady furtherance of transnational victimization 

at the relentless hands of its own neighbors and allies." 
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